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Section 1 – Forecasting Principles



Key Steps In Forecasting

► Forecasting is a multi-
step process which 
requires integrating 
multiple inputs, both 
financial and non-
financial

► Effective forecasting 
requires the integration 
of both financial and 
operational forecasts
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In-Year 
Activities

Conduct YTD 
Expenditure 

Analysis

Estimate Non-
Committed 

Expenditures to 
Year-End

Review 
Operational, HR 

and Performance 
Results

Review & Update 
Commitments

Update Internal 
Budget Re-
Allocation

Update Total 
Expenditure 

Forecasts

Update Rolling 
Forecast

Quarterly

Annually Update Multi-
Year Plan

Update Rolling 
Forecast

Create Annual 
Plan
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Current Process for In-Year Forecasting

► Each update ends with the fiscal year, tied to spending authority from Parliament

► Business planning continues, both for day to day operations & projects, albeit without commitments

► Operational expenditures continue, even if procurements cannot proceed
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Q0 Annual Plans

Q1 Actual Expenditures Commitments Plan to Year-End

Q2 Actual Expenditures Commitments Plan to Year-End

Q3 Actual Expenditures Commitments Plan to 
Year-End

Q4 Actual Expenditures
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The Value of Rolling Forecasts
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Rolling forecasting incorporates a consistent, 
foreseeable planning horizon that extends 12 to 
18 months beyond the fiscal year, providing better 
insights into future projected expenditures and 
revenues.

Leading organizations in both the public and 
private sectors often adopt rolling forecasts 
because:

► They provide a more holistic picture than 
static forecasts

► They allow for more informed decision 
making

► They reduce the time required for annual 
planning

► They reduce “horse-trading” on annual 
budget goals by developing a rigorous, 
ongoing view of the future drivers and 
outcomes
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Key Elements of a Rolling Forecast
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Budget

Actuals Forecast

Forecast 1

Forecast 2

Annual Plan x+1

Year x

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q

1st review

2nd review

3rd review

Forecast 3

4th review

…to “Rolling forecasts” where a consistent planning horizon extends beyond the 
current budget year.

From Forecasting to the “wall”….

The budget and forecast process

End of 
the 
year

Year x

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q

Year x+1

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q

Focus on the 
right drivers

Balance 
accuracy and 

effort

Enhance 
decision 
support

Forecasts 
inform planning

Rolling forecasts benefit 
services with variable costs, 
unpredictable demand, that 
are seasonal, or volatile

Rolling forecasts should be 
detailed enough to enable 
decision making while 
being timely to produce 
and analyze

Evidence-based 
adjustments can be made, 
and the impacts of in-year 
decisions tracked more 
effectively

Rolling forecasts shorten 
the planning cycle while 
improving its accuracy 
through regular 
management decisions

► Rolling forecasts are an output of 
all key forecast and planning 
decisions from various functional 
areas (volume, cost rates, 
overheads, demand, supply etc.) 

► Data is extrapolated and 
disaggregated to planning level 
to build a forecast extending 
beyond the current fiscal year

UPFRONT EFFORT
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Case Study – Rolling Forecasting in a Private Sector Context
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Objective
A multi-billion dollar consumer 
products company needed to 
transform its financial planning and 
reporting process to increase 
accuracy and efficiency. 

Their new CFO mandated the 
adoption of a rolling forecast and 
tighter integration with the 
Operations Plan.

Drivers
CFO mandated adoption of a rolling forecast and tighter integration to the Operations Plan to:
►Improve the projection (plan and forecast) accuracy and drive ownership through clear linkage and 

definition of drivers and metrics
►Standardize assumptions across the organization for planning and forecasting
►Reduce the effort and duration of the planning and forecast process
►Reduce reporting cycle times and shift focus to decision support

Benefits achieved
ü Created a rolling forecast with monthly integration to the Sales and Operational Plan

ü Reduced the annual planning and forecasting cycle time by over 50%

ü Allowed staff to focus more on analyzing business performance by reducing the time spent on 
manual data collection and consolidation

ü Created scenario analysis capabilities that provided a better understanding of the impacts and 
trade-offs of different business decisions
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To be Successful a Rolling Forecast Must be….

► Cost-effective

► Actionable

► Reliable

► Timely
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► Governments, at almost any level, prepare multi-year budgets and plans typically using a three to four 
year horizon

► During the fiscal year, in-year spending decisions regularly have budgetary impacts on out-years which 
are inconsistently tracked, managed and forecasted

► Typically, reconciling the impacts of in-year decisions on future years is done during the subsequent 
budget cycles

► Rolling forecasting presents an opportunity to not only increase the focus and accuracy of spending 
impacts ‘beyond the wall’ of the fiscal year, it also creates an opportunity to effectively incorporate the 
impacts of in-year decisions on future fiscal years so that they are appropriately understood, tracked, 
and evaluated

Reconciling Rolling Forecasting with Public Sector Fiscal Year Budgets
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► Rolling Forecasting is a process that can be implemented, but it requires a fundamental change in how 
organizations think and therefore touches all elements of a how they work

► Implementing rolling forecasting has operational impacts as well, and requires operating departments 
to develop corresponding processes

Successfully Implementing Rolling Forecasts
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► Many organizations face barriers with implementing rolling forecasting – but there are effective 
solutions to overcome them!

Overcoming Barriers to Rolling Forecasting
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Challenge Solution / Idea

It’s not needed. The fiscal year is
what we live by – parliamentary authority, 

reporting, budgets, etc.
“

We would need new people, 
skills and technology. The cost 

is too high
“

Forecasts will probably be 
inaccurate. The further out we 
look, the more inaccurate we’ll 

be.

“

The fiscal year is arbitrary and 
has no connection to the 

underlying cycle, so why stop 
with a fixed date?

Value – much cheaper to have 
greater visibility than to react to 

unforeseen situations

Still better – forecasting 
the possible ≠ predicting 

the future

“
“
“



► There are key differences in scenario planning vs options analysis

Scenarios Planning vs Options Analysis
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Scenarios Options

► Outcomes or events that might occur at some point in the 
near or distant future

► Often fall outside of the current business environment and 
challenge the norm

► May require different analytical tools and capabilities

► Key challenge is to envision them and discuss them openly, 
far enough in advance to be able to act

► A (more) concrete idea actively being considered and 
requiring analysis

► Usually seen as adjustments to the existing business, and 
shorter term

► Fit within current modelling and business structures / 
capabilities

► Key challenge is the analysis itself, since details and timing 
are often critical

Example
Impact of self-driving cars on traffic laws and parking 
enforcement

Example
Planning for an X% reduction in police dedicated to traffic 
laws and parking



Better Planning and Budgeting
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89%
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ABPB 
Fundamental 
Concepts & 
Terminology

Operations Planning & 
Forecasting

Current Budgeting 
Process

Current Performance 
Reporting ProcessCapacity Planning 

Process

Rolling forecasts can play 
a significant roll in 
improving planning and 
budgeting processes in 
the public sector 
through…

… And provides an 
effective lens to 
continually reassess the 
assumptions that drive 
variances in forecasting!



► Variances are the inevitable result of assumptions and circumstances to matching 
forecasts

► But its NOT the variances themselves that need to be explained

► Rather, look behind the variances at the assumptions & drivers that drove the 
budget/forecast amounts and comment on why they differed

Variances and Impacts
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Key Drivers of Bad Plans

► Lack of planning
► Excessive focus on financial data
► Lack of linkage to business operations

Key Drivers of Good Plans

► Draws on operational planning, capacity planning
► Incorporates performance management
► Leads to a process valuable to both the languages of 

operations and finance



► What decisions might the organization make based on the forecast?

► What actions might be taken?

► Who will be most impacted by the forecast?

► What if the forecast is wrong?

► Where might it be wrong?

► What can I do to improve forecast accuracy?

Finally, think about… how you would want to use improved forecasting?
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Section 2 – Forecasting & IT Project Risk



► Very few, if any, IT projects are completed on time, on budget, and to the original features / 
requirements

► At some point, a trade-off will likely be made to implement something by a fixed date or fixed cost (i.e. 
What can I get for $X or what functionality can go live on Jan. 1?) which often leads to the term 
Minimum Viable Product (MVP). 

► That term expresses the minimum capability the organization can live with at a point in time, with the 
rest to come later

What makes planning and forecasting IT Projects so difficult?
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On Time

On Budget To Requirements

IT Project 
Delivery



► IT project budgets need a larger contingency than most others (as do capital infrastructure projects). 
There are several reasons behind this:

o User needs change as they learn about the system, discovering new functionality or drilling deeper into requirements

o Many technical details, such as interfaces with other systems, are only going to be discovered during the implementation 
phase

o Certain business units will do things differently and in a manner not quite in alignment with the solution’s technical 
approach resulting in requirements changes and / or process changes

o Some development will be more complex than expected, and take longer, just as a home renovation stumbles into 
unexpected circumstances

o Similarly, some need will emerge that was never thought of or understood, so more resources are needed

IT Project Contingency Planning
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► IT Project implementations are changing – for the most part, gone are the days of ‘big bang’ 
implementations in favour of more agile project delivery

► Agile project delivery focuses on driving to an MVP while continually re-engaging users along the way 
to capture their feedback during development

► An agile approach can be very effective when it comes to delivering proofs-of-concept (PoCs) or Pilots 
as part of testing the impact of new technologies

How are IT Implementations Changing?
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Agile approach

Sprint Retrospective

Product
Product
Product
Product

Sprint

Daily scrum

Increment

Product Backlog Sprint Planning Sprint Review Deployment to 
Production

Sprint
Sprint

Sprint Backlog



► IT project delays – whether enterprise level or driven by a single business unit – can have an outsized 
impact on Planning and Budgeting through:

o Delaying benefits realization associated with project implementation

o Impacts on other systems planned for integration

o The need to acquire and onboard new resources for technology support and

o Impacts to user expectations, either internal resources or members of the public

How can IT projects impact Planning and Budgeting?
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Section 3 – Emerging Technologies & Forecasting



Enabling Technologies in Finance and Forecasting
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delivering quality service at a 
competitive cost while flexible to 
demand 

providing accurate, timely and 
actionable information to 
stakeholders

to changing market dynamics, 
business needs, and regulatory 
requirements

Blockchain 0101111000010
1000010000110
101010

Advanced 
Analytics

Responsive … Insightful … Efficient … 

Robotic 
Process 
Automation

Talent 
Management

Intelligent
Automation

Cloud and SaaSNext gen ERP

Blockchain

Intelligent
Automation

► Today we will 
focus on two 
emerging 
technologies:



What is Intelligent Automation / Machine Learning?
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What Can Machine 
Learning Do?

Machine Learning can 
run any number of 
prediction models 
including:

► Grouping items
► Predicting numbers
► Translating Languages
► Much More…

How do Machines 
Learn?

Learning models 
include:

► Supervised Learning 
(taught by a human)

► Unsupervised Learning 
(data mining)

► Reinforcement 
Learning (exploration 
and validation)

What do Machines 
Learn From?

Machines can learn 
from a wide variety of 
data and 
environments:

► Structured data (e.g. 
databases, excel)

► Unstructured data (e.g. 
PDFs)

► Positive and Negative 
Feedback 

How do Machines 
Make Predictions?

Machine Learning 
models include:

► Decision Trees
► Deep Neural Networks 

which assess weights 
and biases between 
options

► Prediction models can 
be transparent or 
opaque

How to Measure 
Success?

Machine Learning 
performance can be 
measured through:

► Precision, Accuracy and 
Recall

► Reduction in bias and 
variance



Machine learning addresses the common causes of inaccuracy and inefficiency in 
forecasting
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An analytics-driven 
approach to forecasting 
eliminates the biases 
inherent in manual 
forecasts, while minimizing 
forecast errors and process 
inefficiencies. 

In addition, the richness of 
the forecast model can be 
enhanced by incorporating 
diverse data sources, 
including unstructured and 
external data.

Improved 
accuracy

Improved 
efficiency

Fewer people 
required to input 

forecast 
assumptions

Pre-population with 
machine learning 
allows people to 

focus on exceptions

Quickly identifies 
critical drivers 

impacting forecasts

Changing forecast 
assumptions can be 

done 
instantaneously

Eliminate

Minimize

Enhance

Traditional 
Forecast 

Error

Human 
Bias

Incorrect 
Assumptions 
/ Bad Data

Inherent 
modeling 

error

Ineffective 
forecasting 

process

Number & types 
of data sources

Reduced 
Forecast 

Error



Case Study: Machine Learning in Action
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In 2014, Microsoft’s CFO and the VP Machine Learning agreed to conduct a proof of concept with two goals:

Frequency: More frequent forecasts to enable finance 
department to respond to the business1 2Accuracy: Provide a strong unbiased baseline forecast for 

financial planning and analysis professionals who can 
apply their domain experience and adjust it to create a final 
revenue forecast

Accuracy

54%

86%

improvement vs. manual-based 
forecast for Enterprise business

improvement for the Cloud 
business

improvement for the Consumer 
Hardware business96%

What did Microsoft achieve?

► Ability to rapidly respond within 
one day to requests for updated 
forecast within the quarter. 
► Previously took several 

days.

Speed



Trust and Transparency Tokenization Smart Contracts

What is Blockchain?

Think of a blockchain as a digital ledger of transactions, with a copy stored on every user's computer. Every time a new transaction 
takes place, a new record is added to the ledger, and an update is sent out to the rest of the network in a peer-to-peer fashion.

The key components of a blockchain are:
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Every transaction is recorded to a ledger that is distributed to all 
participants in the network
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Tokenization creates a unique digital twin to a physical assetTO
KE

N
IZ

AT
IO

N
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Smart contract 
automatically 

executes

Perform terms 
of contract

Deploy code 
to blockchain

Write 
code

Agree on 
terms

Smart contracts allow for autonomously executing 
transactions based on agreed conditions
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The “Holy Grail” of public budgeting, service delivery and accountability
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Modern public administration systems are characterized by complex interactions and 
networks of funders, policy and program managers, and delivery agents that each 
play a role in delivering public outcomes. 

For all of the innovations in public administration, the ability to understand WHAT we 
spend our money on, HOW we spend it, and RESULTS delivered in an integrated real-
time flow of information has yet to be achieved 



Foundations of Better Government

A single source of integrated financial and nonfinancial performance information provided 
continually to support managerial and strategic decision-making and help promote 
allocative efficiency and effectiveness for public outcomes3

2

Transparent, accurate, continual information for financial reporting and accountability 
along the entire PFM chain: central budget authority, program authority, delivery agent1

Administrative efficiency and capacity in core financial management business processes 
such as budgeting, expenditure management and performance management, without 
significant financial management information system investment and risk 
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Central budget 
authority

Ministries/
departments

Delivery agents

• Output KPIs
• Management 

accounts

• Organization

• People
• Technology

• Business 
processes

• Inputs, outputs, 
results

• Citizen and 
resident 
satisfaction

• Government and 
economy 
performance

• Government 
accountability 

ERP and other 
enterprise systems

ERP and other 
enterprise systems

ERP and other 
enterprise systems

Synchronized and near-real-time transaction data available across 
entities with decentralized and disparate systems

Blockchain

Outputs Derived outcomes

Blockchain could be used in public finance to give governments of any level the ability to take the evidence-based decisions that 
lead to more efficient and effective allocation of taxpayer resources without the need for overhauling existing ERP systems.

How can government entities better manage public financing?



Questions?
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